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What a very busy term! Our fantastic ‘Sports Science Week’ inspired children and staff alike, and many 
of the favourite events of this action-packed biennial week are recorded in the children’s articles. 
With so many sporting and scientific visitors, we hope that our children will have been inspired and 
excited by the opportunities which science and sport can present. Other Spring Term highlights 
have included the fantastic performance of our girls’ football squad who have set a new record for 
Gerrards Cross by making it to the South of England finals. I hope you enjoy sharing the children’s 
memories and wish all our families a peaceful and happy Easter.

Nicola Flower, Headteacher

On Wednesday the 18 January we took 
part in a swimming gala at Wycombe 
Abbey School. We raced against other 
four teams we competed in 25m front 
crawl, backstroke, breaststroke and 
25m front crawl relay. We won all our 
races apart from 2 and are excited to 
announce that we are through to the 
Sainsbury’s County Finals in July. 

Anna Coomber 6A 
and Chloe Henderson 5S

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE QUIZ
On Tuesday 10th January a team of KS2 
students - Joe Tait, Callum Joshi, Lavanya 
Ramnarayan and Ben Gavin - competed in 
the area heat of the National Inter-School 
General Knowledge Quiz competition. 
The questions were very difficult, the 
atmosphere tense; but, we managed to 
work as team and win first place! We are 
now looking forward to the semi-finals!

By Callum Joshi 5S and 
Lavanya Ramnarayan 4OS

Echoes at the Royal Albert Hall
On a wet Monday in March twenty eight excited Year 6 pupils went to the Royal Albert Hall 
to take part in a Bucks Schools’ Concert with 2000 other primary school children. We sang, 

and played our ukuleles and the concert was 
fantastic. We also enjoyed our very wet walk 
in Hyde Park in the afternoon – we sang all 
our favourite songs as we walked and received 
a round of applause from tourists for our 
performance of Spring Chicken! We would like 
to thank Mrs Lyn Lee for teaching us to play 
the ukulele this year – it is great fun!

Felix Flower 6A

Charity Cake Sale
On Monday 6 February three girls 
in 4OS made lots of cakes for a 
charity cake sale. We did really 
well and raise £46 for our 
chosen charity which was the 
Berkshire, Buckinghamshire 
and Oxfordshire Wildlife 
Trust. We baked yummy rice 
krispie cakes, irresistible 
cup cakes and very attractive cookies. 
We were very proud of ourselves but 
couldn’t have organised the sale without 
each other’s support.

Nico Rai, Olivia Clements 
and Jessie Finn 4OS

Football heroes!
On the 12th November the Girls Football Team headed off to the County Finals. Scoring 28 goals 
and conceding none in our six matches, we are delighted to announce that we are representing 
Buckinghamshire in the Regional Finals in Thamesmead, Greenwich. We would like to give a special thank 
you to our coaches especially, Mr Arnold and Miss Lord who have trained us up from being beginners to 
experts. Update: the girls competed fantastically in the Regional Finals but sadly missed out on a place in 
the National Finals by one goal!

Melissa Andersen and Florence Wood 6A



Inspiring scientists

Our Sports Science Week was very 
exciting – we had so many visitors! 

Two were really special: Kim, the 
vet physio, explained how animals’ 

skeletons are very 
similar to ours. 
We were all surprised 
to find out that cats, 
dogs and horses 
actually have hands! 

Jenny the nurse taught 
us how to bandage 
injured limbs. 
Our classroom looked 
like a clinic when we 
were finished, our 

first aid skills have really improved! 

Max Middleton and Sophia Knight 3W

Be a nurse!
During Sports Science 
Week, a heart and lung 
nurse visited 5S and told 
us about: where she 
works; what she does; 
and how the heart and 
lungs work. We found 
out that the heart can be 
replaced with an artificial one, just like 
Iron-man’s. We learnt that our heart is 
a muscle and you can make it stronger 
by exercising it. We also learnt that our 
heart is meant to be the size of our 
fist. Kirsty bought in a heart to show 
us. Some of us were fascinated while 
others felt sick.

Emma Chapman & Mara Mesteru 5S

Rugby training 
As part of Sports Science 
Week Year 1 did some rugby 
training with Mrs Godfrey. 
We started the lesson by warming up 
and then we were shown how to hold 
a rugby ball. A rugby ball is shaped like 
an egg and you hold it in the middle. 
We were then shown how to pass a 
rugby ball in a game and score a try. We 
worked in pairs passing the ball to each 
other and then we practised scoring 
tries. We really enjoyed our lesson and 
it was a lot of fun. 

James Key and Leo Harris 1SC

Short tennis fun
During Science and Sports Week 2017 
we had a ‘short tennis’ session with 
Andy Schofield. Some of the comments 
from the children are as follows: 
‘I enjoyed ‘Hippo Tennis’ when we 
had to catch the ball using the cones 
to make the hippo’s mouth’ (Saia 
Rudki); balancing the ball on the racket 
while walking on the floor ladder was 
tricky but fun (Safaa Ali); I liked ‘drop, 
bounce, hit’ because it was like a real 
game of tennis (Edward Marshall); 
my favourite game was ‘knock down 
the castle’, we had to bounce the ball 
and try to knock down the stack 
of cones making the castle’. 

1W

Medical Scientists
In Year 4 we had a visit from Dr. Daurka who is a General 
Practitioner and Ben Boulter who is a Chiropractor. 

A Chiropractor is someone who helps with your spine and the 
bones in your back. Ben taught us about different parts of the spine 
and to help us remember we played a game of ‘Simon Says’ to 
learn about the cervical, lumbar and thoracic parts of the spine and 
where they are located in our back.

Dr. Daurka went through the process of what happens when you go 
to the doctors. We got to practice using the equipment she uses in her 
surgery on a daily basis such as, a thermometer to take temperature. 
We also learned about how you take your blood pressure; examine 
your eyes and ears, testing reflexes and lung capacity. 

Sam Maley and Stanley McCreary 4T

Brilliant basketball
On the Thursday of Sports Science 
Week we had many exciting activities. 
But Mark the basketball player was one 
of the best experiences! He taught us 
many techniques including: dribbling, 
passing and lay-ups. It was challenging, 
competitive but mainly fun. It was one 
of our most favourite moments. 

Tom Bell and Shiv Hundal 5S

Camouflage
During Sports Science Week we 
extended our knowledge of camouflage.

We learnt that some animals go to 
great lengths to protect themselves 
from their predators. Some pretend to 
be something else, whilst others blend 
into their habitat. These behaviours keep 
them safe and prevent other animals 
from eating them. 

Our personal favourite was a non-
venomous snake that copied the 
warning colours of a poisonous one. 
We really enjoyed this lesson taught 
by Dr. Catterall.

Lily Perkins and Eliza Bateman 6A



???????

London Zoo
At London Zoo I really liked the giraffes because we saw their 
tongues that were 50cm long and they were also black.  
The bats were interesting because they were dunking down into 
the watermelon and I saw that their feet had little hooks so that 
they can sleep upside down. What a fun day we had!

Seony Hundal 2G

EXCITING SCIENCE
Mrs Edwards did some cool experiments with us. 
She even made elephant’s toothpaste. We had 
a go at doing ‘hot experiments’. We put some white 
powder into water and it got hotter and hotter.  
We measured the temperature with a thermometer. 
We had to wear safety glasses to protect our eyes.

Kieran Dowd 2G

Heart dissection

Twenty Year 6 children were chosen 
to take part in a heart dissection. 
Dr. Nandhra taught us about the 
different structures in our hearts. We 
used a very sharp knife to cut open 
the sheep’s heart and saw the valves 
and chambers that control the flow of 
blood. We found it very interesting and 
would like to thank Dr. Nandhra for 
coming in.

Maya Sivaramalingam 
6V and Ravina 
Nandhra 6A

The best thing 
about our day at

London zoo...
by the children of Reception

‘I liked seeing the tigers at the zoo. They have 
orange fur and black stripes. We got really 
close to them.’ William Griffiths

‘I liked seeing the camels at the zoo because 
they have two humps. They looked very 
grumpy!’ Kitty Danner

‘I liked seeing the giraffe’s at the zoo because 
they were so tall!’ Kyle Rooney

‘I liked seeing the gorillas because they ran 
really fast. They have a good sense of smell 
too.’ Woody Reynolds

‘I liked seeing the monkeys because they 
were really good climbers.’ Isla Munnelly

‘I liked seeing all of the 
animals because they 
all looked different and 
could do different things, 
like we do.’ 
Bhavneet Gill

‘My favourite part was when Mr Brown 
brought in the sharks mouth and the teeth 
were so sharp!’ Jack Lambert

‘I liked learning new football skills with Miss 
Lord.’ Emily Phelps

‘I loved pretending to be a soldier with 
Mr Harrison and jumping through the 
tyres.’ Rory Douglas

‘I loved exploring London Zoo and 
finding the huge gorilla.’ 

Alex Fincham

‘I liked the giant giraffes 
and seeing it’s really 

long tongue.’ 
Felix Pillay

Should we have Zoos?
This was the debate that Year 6 carried out and then presented in assembly. Having 
visited London Zoo, as part of Science Week, we had different opinions. We compared 
our research on animals in their natural habitat to the conditions provided by the zoo.  
Morgan thought that the gorilla looked sad especially as everyone was staring at him, 
whereas Irfan thought he had lots of space and was entertained by the visitors. 

Morgan Marr-Ward and Irfan Khan 6V

Chemistry Workshop

Mr Heath came into school to work with Years 3 and 5 on different 
chemical reactions. We had great fun doing the experiments. We managed 
to swap zinc and copper when we placed a zinc nail in a copper sulphate 
solution. One experiment involved mixing ethanoic acid (vinegar) with 
sodium bicarbonate (baking powder) and producing bubbles of carbon 
dioxide. Finally, we mixed malachite with sulphuric acid which made an 
emerald green liquid. We had an amazing experience taking part in real 
chemistry with test tubes!

Sophie Friend and Tate Bowles 5M

Year 5 Science Club
During Science Week, a group of Year 5 
children took part in a special Science 
Club session with Mr Moore. 
We took part in a range of experiments, 
the main one involved electrolysis. It 
produced a powerful fizz reaction - 
we lit the bubbles and made of pop 
sound of the gas. We also found out 
that increasing the number of batteries 
gave us more of a reaction. 

Lily Rigby- Walden 
and Vincent Heath 5M



Editors Nicola Flower & PTA Editor Becs Danner

 PTA NEWS

Proudly sponsored by

It has been a busy Spring Term for everyone on the PTA. We kicked the term off with the PTA Quiz 
night. Thank you to everyone who came and made the night a resounding success. In particular, 
thanks to Chris Sher who cooked another amazing curry and Savanna Butchers who helped 
with supplies. We raised over £1,300 in profit for the school and everyone had a great time. 
Congratulations to the winning team, Top Trumps.

A few weeks ago we were very proud to officially open our new bike sheds. We think they look amazing and it is wonderful to see them 
being used so much already. Thank you to everyone who donated towards them and for all the children for their amazing bouncing last year. 

The Ball team has been hard at work all term with plans for the Roaring Twenties 2017 Ball. Tickets are now on sale and it promises to be a 
fantastic event. Thank you team.

Finally, thank you for all the Lent Fair hamper donations and for buying raffle tickets. The hampers look amazing and we know there will be 
some very happy recipients during the Lent Fair.

Becs Danner
PTA Chair

West Stow 
On Friday 24 February Year 5 went to West Stow for our history topic on 
Anglo-Saxons. First we visited the village full of replica Anglo-Saxon houses. 
There were many different types of house. It was wonderful to be able to 
see how they really lived. As we walked through the village there were clues 
at a few of the houses. The clues were a challenge for us to work out whether either 
members of the family such as daughter, son, slaves or the uncle had let the sheep lose 
from their enclosure. In the afternoon we discovered many facts about Anglo-Saxons 
in the museum by playing a Top Trump game – it was so much fun!

Amrita Sohal and Freya Jordan 5S

Growth Mindset
We have been learning all about how our Mindset can affect how we 
learn in class. Having a Growth Mindset means never giving up even 
when you find something difficult. Instead you need to preserve until 
you understand it. We have also been looking at how making mistakes 
is part of our learning journey. A good Mindset 
encourages us in all our subjects. To have a Growth 
Mindset you cannot think I cannot do this, you have 
to think I cannot do this ‘yet.’ In our classroom we 
have a diagram of a brain which reminds us of the 
importance of having a growth mindset.

JR Allen and Mehrnaz Hussain 3F

Emma told us some things 
about her life. She was special 
because even when she hurt 
her back and couldn’t walk, 
it didn’t stop her following 
her dream of being a horse 
rider. She showed us pictures 
of what she had to use to get 
onto her horse. I hope she can 
go to the paralympics.

Ava Sachania 2M


